
D
isinformation is a vital tool of espio-
nage.1 In the law business, however, 
it is not such a good thing. One area 
where this phenomenon threatens is 
where in-house lawyers turn whistle-

blowers and whether they have actionable claims 
against their former employers. Because of the 
whistleblower provisions of federal statutes such 
as Dodd-Frank,2 recent case law,3 and various 
articles written on this subject,4 there has been 
a fair amount of disinformation as to whether 
lawyers are free to rat on their clients and then 
also profit thereby. This article will tour the land-
scape of this area and attempt to bring some 
focus and/or light as to what the right answer 
is (or, at least, should be).

Where Were We?

The starting point for this subject is (or must 
be) Balla v. Gambro.5 In that case, the general 
counsel (Roger Balla) of Gambro, Inc., an Illi-
nois-based company that was the subsidiary of 
a Swedish company, Gambro AB, learned that 
a German affiliate was about to ship dialyzers 
into the United States which did not comply with 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulations. 
Believing that the machines posed possibly life 
threatening injuries (or worse), Balla went to 
Gambro’s U.S. president and persuaded him to 
block the shipment. Subsequently, the president 
changed his mind and green-lighted the danger-
ous dialyzers. When Balla learned of that latter 
action, he confronted the president, telling him 
he would do whatever was necessary to stop the 
shipment (as well as any sales) of the dialyzers. 
The president thereupon fired Balla; the next day, 
Balla ratted on his former company to the FDA.

A year later, Balla filed a retaliatory discharge 
claim against Gambro in Illinois state court, seek-
ing $22 million. Both the trial court and the inter-
mediate appellate court ruled that he had no valid 

cause of action. Before the Illinois Supreme Court, 
Balla argued that the court should sanction a 
cause of action because he had faced a “Hobson’s 
Choice”—either report his client’s wrongdoing 
(thereby saving lives, but being fired) or keep 
quiet (thereby letting people be maimed or killed, 
but keeping his job). 

The Illinois Supreme Court not only refused 
to sanction a cause of action, it rejected the 
“Hobson Choice” argument. Rather than facing 
two unpalatable choices, the court observed 
that Balla, in fact, had no choice: under Rule 
1.6(b) of the Illinois Rules of Professional 
Conduct, attorneys are required to reveal 
confidential client information when a client 
is about to commit an act that would result 
in death or serious bodily injury. The court 
further opined that Illinois public policy (i.e., 
keeping the public safe from deadly products) 
would be protected without creating a retal-
iatory discharge cause of action for lawyers, 
reasoning that when lawyers took and passed 
the Illinois bar exam they had willingly agreed 
to the requirement of ratting out clients in 
such circumstances.6

Many legal academics criticized the Balla 
decision; and shortly thereafter the California 
Supreme Court decided to take another approach 
in General Dynamics v. Superior Court.7 There, 
the court determined that a whistleblowing in-
house lawyer could assert two different causes of 
action. The first was a contract action—assuming 
that a contract could be proven (reasoned the 
court)—demonstrating a breach thereof would 
not lead to breaking professional obligations of 

client confidences (or, correspondingly, breaking 
the attorney-client privilege). 

The court also qualifiedly endorsed a tort 
claim under two alternative scenarios: (i) where 
an attorney was fired for refusing to violate a 
mandatory ethical requirement; or (ii) when 
a non-attorney could also bring such a claim 
and the claim could be proven without violat-
ing the attorney-client privilege. While initially 
this seemed like a bold step, it was not. First, 
because California’s ethic rules were diametri-
cally opposed to Illinois’s (in California, attor-
neys were ethically barred from disclosing 
client confidences). And second, because the 
attorney in General Dynamics could not prove 
a retaliatory discharge claim without violating 
the attorney-client privilege.

While a number of jurisdictions followed 
California’s somewhat tepid toe-in-the-water 
approach,8 others wanted to go further. Some 
courts allowed lawyers to bring these claims, 
while “making every effort practicable to avoid 
unnecessary disclosure” of client confidences, 
and imploring the trial courts to be imaginative 
in utilizing orders to minimize against “unneces-
sary disclosures.”9 

In Willy v. Administrative Review Board,10 the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit went 
further—a lot further; not only did it recognize 
the validity of a retaliatory discharge claim, it 
also ruled that the in-house lawyer could affir-
matively use—without limitation—attorney-
client privileged materials/communications to 
prove his claim. The key to the court’s ruling 
was a change by the American Bar Associa-
tion to Model Rule 1.6. Previously, the rule had 
allowed for the revealing of client confidences 
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“to establish a defense on behalf of the lawyer.” 
The rule was subsequently changed to add the 
words “claim or” before “defense”—and that 
change, reasoned the Fifth Circuit, thereby 
allowed the lawyer in Willy to affirmatively 
breach the attorney-client privilege.11

The Fifth Circuit’s ruling was subsequently 
the basis for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit allowing retaliatory discharge 
claims by two in-house attorneys (invoking the 
whistleblower provisions of Sarbanes-Oxley) to 
go forward; ultimately, that resulted in a jury 
verdict with damages in excess of $2 million.12

Where Are We Now?

On Oct. 25, 2013, the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Second Circuit affirmed the district 
court’s 2011 dismissal of a False Claims Act 
qui tam action by Mark Bibi, a former general 
counsel of Unilab. Bibi, together with two other, 
former Unilab executives, had sued Unilab’s 
new owner, Quest Diagnostics, on the ground 
that the company had engaged in a pervasive 
kickback scheme. At the district court level, 
legal academics ethics experts proffered dra-
matically opposed opinions: Professor Andrew 
Patterson of Suffolk University Law School 
opined that Bibi had the right to “spill his 
guts” because he believed Unilab’s actions 
were criminal; Professor Stephen Gillers of New 
York University Law School opined that Bibi’s 
disclosure violated his professional obligations 
to his former client. The district court sided 
with Gillers, and dismissed the case.13

The Second Circuit, in reviewing that dismiss-
al, first took aim at the argument that the False 
Claims Act preempts New York State’s Rules of 
Professional Conduct. Judge José Cabranes, writ-
ing for the panel, expressly rejected that argu-
ment: “Nothing in the False Claims Act evinces a 
clear legislative intent to preempt state statutes 
and rules that regulate an attorney’s disclosure 
of client confidences.”14 Cabranes then looked at 
whether Bibi’s disclosures were allowed under 
the terms of Rules 1.9(c) and 1.6(b)(2); per the 
latter, a lawyer may “reveal or use confidential 
client information to the extent the lawyer reason-
ably believes [it] necessary:…to prevent the cli-
ent from committing a crime” (emphasis added). 

Recognizing the tension between a federal 
interest in whistleblowing to prevent harmful 
conduct and lawyers’ ethical duties, Cabranes 
nonetheless agreed with the district court that 
there was a causal disconnect between Bibi 
revealing client confidences from the 1990s and 
alleged, ongoing/prospective criminal miscon-
duct in 2005 (after Bibi had left the company). 
Cabranes further agreed with the district court 
that “it was unnecessary for Bibi to participate 
in this qui tam action at all, much less to broadly 
disclose Unilab’s confidential information.” 

In other words, the two non-lawyer, ex-Unilab 
executives could have brought the case with-
out Bibi making a single disclosure; but having 
proceeded in this manner, and with the accom-

panying taint of Bibi’s extensive disclosures 
with respect to past conduct, the entire case 
had to be dismissed (and the district court’s 
disqualification of the two law firms involved 
was also upheld).15 

Where Do We Go From Here?

Well, first off, we (as ethics- based lawyers) 
should be pleased with the Second Circuit’s 
opinion. It is clearly well-reasoned and (as 
important) correct. The temporal distinction 
between past conduct and future conduct is 
critical to lawyers’ obligations under Rule 1.6. 
That the opinion is in conflict with precedents 
of the Fifth and Ninth Circuits is a fact, but 
that only points to (i) the challenges of multi-
jurisdictional practice, and (ii) the further fact 
that those other courts are wrong.

While it is true that Model Rule 1.6 does 
contemplate offensive and defensive actions 
by lawyers, the Fifth and Ninth Circuits have 
confused client confidentiality—an ethical obliga-
tion owed by lawyers to their clients—with the 
attorney-client privilege—an evidentiary rule, 
and a privilege owned by the client, not by the 
lawyer. Thus, even if a lawyer may no longer be 
ethically obligated to keep client confidences, 
that has no bearing on whether she can unilater-
ally breach the attorney-client privilege—and it is 
extremely unlikely that a former employer would 
waive the privilege to allow a former attorney 
to successfully sue her company.16

In any event, New York, like many other 
jurisdictions,17 has not adopted the “offen-
sive” concept set forth in Model Rule 1.6. 
That should serve as an important backstop 
to support the Second Circuit’s decision in 
Quest Diagnostics and to help keep lawyers 
focused on their principal duty: zealous rep-
resentation of clients’ interests.18 

While being a rat may be appropriate in some 
limited circumstances,19 it is not appropriate for 
lawyers vis-à-vis their clients.
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